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Contract

A range of office chairs designed to be specified with budget in mind. 

These chairs have the ability to be upgraded, 

creating an affordable ergonomic solution. 

Available in several variations, Contract is a fuss free 

 choice for office chair needs. 



activ

Draughtsman   Pg 38-39 Industrial   Pg 38-39

Curve    Pg 34-35 Curve plus   Pg 36-37



Contract

Curve shown in Camira Xtreme Lombok
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Curve
activ

...Affordable Task Solutions.



Curve
- Affordable Task Solutions.

A tri-curved upholstered or contoured mesh back offering, 
Available with optional mechanisms, as standard with 
hand wheel back height adjustment, this range can be specified 
at the very basic level or with additional options to suit user requirement. 
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Features:
2-lever back angle adjustment mechanism
Optional 3-lever independent mechanism
Hand-wheel back height adjustment
Large waterfall seat 
2 backrest options

activ

Green Thinking
ACTIV Curve also boasts 95% recyclable 
credentials at the end of its natural life. 



Contract

Curve plus shown in Camira 
Xtreme Appledore
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Curve plus
activ

...Affordable Task Solutions.



Curve plus
- Affordable Task Solutions.

Features:
3 lever light duty independent mechanism
Optional heavy duty independent mechanism
Optional heavy duty synchronised mechanism
Rachet back height adjustment
Large waterfall seat
Two backrest options

Next level task seating, Curve plus is available in tri-curved upholstered and mesh back options,
including ratchet back height adjustment and a choice of three mechanism controls.
The range can be specified at a basic level or with additional options 
(seat slide, inflatable lumbar support and adjustable arms) 
to suit user requirements.
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activ

Green Thinking
ACTIV Curve plus also boasts 95% recyclable 
credentials at the end of its natural life. 
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work
activ

...Workroom Seating.

Draughtsman & Industrial shown in Camira Gravity Gooseberry 
and Camira  Xtreme Blizzard 

Contract
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Multiple use seating for various environments. 
Industrial & Draughtsman is a selection of chairs 
that can be used outside of the traditional office space. 
Whether it be a factory or warehouse, laboratory or checkout
 - this range provides a solution for retail, transport and warehouse industries.

Features:
2-lever Independent mechanism
Hand-wheel and ratchet back height adjustment options
Upholstered or textured polyurethane options
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activ

Green Thinking
ACTIV Draughtsman & Industrial  also boasts 95% 
recyclable credentials at the end of its natural life. 

Draughtsman & Industrial
- Workroom Seating.


